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U16C Football by ANDREW BLECHMAN
Kawaga started the game very strongly, scoring two touchdowns on their first two possessions. The Menominee men then switched from a zone defense to a man defense and the entire complexion of the game
changed. MAX PTASZNIK successfully shut down the opposition’s top receiver before the break. At half
time the score was 19-0 to Kawaga. In the first possession of the second half, NOAH LAZARUS led the
team down the field of play with his great speed and passing ability. This helped bring the game within two
scores. AIDEN BRAMWIT, ZACH HOTT and BENJIE SOREN made great offensive plays during the second
half, but it wasn't enough to overcome the first half deficit. The 16C team lost 19-6, but put up a great
fight until the final whistle.
U16A Football by MIKE BLAND
Physicality was the name of the game for 16A football on this occasion.
Menominee football, as a whole, was outmatched from start to finish in the
battle against Kawaga. Coach MIKE gives big praise to his quarterback DANIEL DRISCOLL who he tagged with the nickname, ‘Brisket’. “ I gave him total
control of the playbook and to go with what he felt and he excelled in doing
so.” DRISCOLL did well with the plays and controlled the offense with little
time to prepare before the game. DRISCOLL also become a defensive anchor late as he began to play both sides of the ball, applying big pressure on The U16A boys before the game
the opposition’s quarterback. After talking with coach MIKE after the
game, he shared his thoughts. “Sometimes I couldn't tell if it was full-contact tackle or flag football. But
its football in general. It’s physical, regardless, and unfortunately I don't think we answered back.” He said.
“We were too reserved and afraid to play because we were worrying about a flag call.” Unfortunately it was
too little too late for CM, but everyone put the effort in.
U13B Soccer by DALE RAWLINGS
The under 13 B soccer team stepped onto the field confident they would get a victory in Thursday’s game
against Kawaga. A strong side led by DALE RAWLINGS, with help from BRIAN BULGATZ, took an early lead
through REMY DOYLE’s accurate finish in to the top corner of the goal. Confident defending from RYAN
ROSENFELD and MATTHEW HUGHES meant Kawaga struggled to break the Menominee back line in the
first half. After the half time interval, Kawaga put the pressure on the boys in green and hit the crossbar
from 8 yards out, to the delight of goalkeeper WILL FRIEDMAN. The Menominee boys continued to battle
for every tackle with MICHAEL SADOVI and JACK BEHAR being the heartbeat of the team in midfield.
CONNOR WALL offered a great outlet down the right wing and troubled the opposition’s defense on many
occasions. JACK KRASZUCKI had a solid game at right back while ROBBIE YASTROW continued his fine
day of sports, chasing every ball down in attack. The Menominee boys withstood the pressure and sealed a 10 win over their rivals. Coach DALE RAWLINGS was delighted with the win. “ I am extremely proud of every
boy that stepped onto that pitch. They followed all instructions and battled until the end,” he said.

Tomorrow's weather report

78˚

Mostly sunny with a slight chance
of rain. Lucky canteen 113.
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Staff Profile
Name: Ben Appadoo

Age: 26

Cabin: 8

Activities: Soccer, Lifeguard, utility man

Favorite sport: Soccer/Rugby

Favorite food: Sea food

Role model: Denzel Washington Film: Man on Fire
First Menominee memory: On my first day Tyler Koehler-Davis welcomed me
to American basketball by landing a big check on me during a lay-up.
U16A basketball by MIKE BLAND
On Thursday afternoon a confident CM 16A basketball team took the floor ready to go to battle with a determined Kawaga squad. After the jump ball, the initial confidence slowly began to creep out of the CM players. As
a team, collectively we shot around 8/45 from the field and had a very difficult time stopping dribble-drive
penetration. CHARLIE KANTER played well for his team and was a great leader. Coach MIKE made every defense adjustment possible at the time switching from 3-2 to man, to 2-3 back, to 3-2 defense. Offensively we
were set up in an offensive set, inspired by a Virginia division 1 university named Old Dominion. After speaking
to coach MIKE he said, “we got the shots we wanted in our O.D.U offense, but we just couldn't buy a basket.
Unfortunately that was the story of the game for us.”
U11A Hockey by ANDREW BLECHMAN
The wind was howling, the opposing crowd was hostile and the 11A Menominee floor-hockey team were ready
and prepared to leave it all on the rink to get a win. The game started off very tight, with great goaltending
from ETHAN HOTT and good play from JEREMY ZELDEN, AJ GALFIELD, GAVIN PICKLIN, HARRISON
HOFFMAN and BRADY WEISS. At about the four minute mark of the first period, MAX BEERMANN broke
the tie to give CM a 1-0 lead. Later in the period, MAX added another goal to widen CM’s lead after the first
period. In the second period the Menominee men, in particular MAX KIRSCH, JOSH BARSKY, JACOB
SCHNEIDER and JAKE LIPP played incredibly tough hockey. Unfortunately, Kawaga scored four unanswered
goals to take a 4-2 lead going into the 3rd period. The 11A Hockey team was determined to not lose this game
and they proved that in the third. JORDAN GENTNER took a slap shot from the blue line that sneaked past
the goalie to bring the game within one goal. At about the 10 minute mark, JACOB SMITH was called for slashing that sent him to the penalty box for two minutes. BECKETT DOYLE and JACK FORMAN really stepped
their defense up and the team built momentum off the penalty. One minute after SMITH came back in the
game, MAX BEERMANN tallied his third goal of the game to tie it up. Immediately after BEERMANN’s goal,
SMITH added one of his own to give the team a 5-4 lead. Shortly after that, SMITH added his second goal of
the game to give Menominee a two goal lead. Our crowd was going crazy; Kawaga’s crowd was stunned. The team
held Kawaga in the final three minutes to win 7-4. This team defined grit, heart and determination. JUSTIN
SCHOENEMAN, and I, could not be more proud of all the boys. What a game and what a win!
U11A and U16A Archery by NATE FRIEFELD
It was a great for the men in green at the archery range. ETHAN HOTT shot a 39/45; the highest score of
any 11U shooting. AIDEN CAMPBELL and ANDREW GALFIELD shot 31 and 35. The most impressive shooter
was PETER GAU who had never shot before. He learned on the spot and after scratching his first score, he
shot a 19 that beat Kawaga’s camper, who shot 17. JACK FORMAN helped us clinch the victory shooting a 21
when we needed just 6 to win. The 16U were terrific overall. JOSH STONE shot a 43/45 while JAKE CZUPEK,
CHASE WEIMAN and JAKE GOODMAN all shot 37/45. ANDREW MILLER and DANIEL GOLDSCHMIT shot
amazingly too. With the score at 255-232 in favor of Kawaga, JOSH GOODMAN needed a 24 to win the event.
GOODMAN came to the range not knowing what was at stake. Sure enough, GOODMAN shot better than 23
and landed a victorious 25 that meant CM won and helped continue the sweep in archery.
A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ONE MAN PRACTICING SPORTSMANSHIP IS FAR BETTER THAN 50 PREACHING IT.”

Knute Rockne
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